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Background 
Ballast Water Management Convention faces the moment where the entire fleet be enforced to fit 
with necessary equipment to treat ballast on board. While this date being 2024 is approaching rapidly, 
certain cases have been identified where -the so called- OPTION B needs to be considered with 
attention. 

Thus, the possibility for ships to deliver BW to a port service reception facility has already arisen 
following voluntary option included in Regulation B.3 indent 6. This option becomes specially indicated 
in the following cases, 

- Ships do not have enough space to accommodate the ballast water treatment plant (BWTP) 
on board 

- Age of ship does not pay back the necessary investment of the new equipment 
- Ships granted with exemption under Regulation A-4 are to notify of outbreaks of invasive 

species infection so that Environmental Authorities declare suspension/withdrawal of said 
exemptions; also when same ships became assigned to other shipping routes temporarily. 

In addition, the possibility that BWTP on board becomes out of work or do not properly deliver 
treatment must also be envisaged. Under these circumstances Port State Officer cannot accept the 
delivery of BW into the harbour water bodies, and the way is paved for commercial port service 
providers to offer this alternative solution. 

In this context, an INTTERREG project was launched to reflect on these scenarios, and possible 
strategies and best practices. The Project partnership includes various port authorities in France, 
Ireland and Spain, various universities, and DAMEN as industrial ship building company. The project 
will go for three years until 2021. 
 

Action required 
The Meeting is invited to: 

- take note of the information and comment on the possible scenarios when BWMC be 
applicable to the whole fleet in relation to both unproper working of installed BWTP and 
retrieval of A-4 exemptions  
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Update on the ATLANTIC BLUE PORT SERVICES project 
implementation  
Project ATLANTIC BLUE PORT SERVICES is an INTERREG Project aiming at identifying needs in relation 
of ship residues collection in ports, especially those associated to BWM; furthermore, shipyard and 
BWTP builder DAMEN being the industrial partner is carrying out real tests of InvaSave 300 that is 
basically a container with all equipment installed unity.   

The BWTP was first tested in Las Palmas port (Spain). 

The next port that accommodated the BWTP was Lisbon (Portugal) where tests were carried out at 
berth along Tagus river while the 2019 European Maritime Day was celebrated. This especial event 
gave ATLANTIC BLUE PORT SERVICES Project the opportunity to be present in a stand-boot where 
BWTP was explained to visitors the same as the BW sampling kit for rapid assessment being market by 
LUMINULTRA that is a Project partner too. 

Last port receiving DAMEN equipment was Gijón (Spain). Operations hosted by the Port Authority of 
Gijón were successfully organized on 18th July by port MARPOL services provider LUNAGUA-TRADEBE 
GROUP with the assistance of the tug company REMOLQUES JUNQUERA that kindly made available its 
barge SOBIA for the test. 

After testing in Las Palmas and Lisbon-Setubal, Gijón test was the first one where this innovative 
system was directly connected to a BW tank of a ship. 

The test was considered a total success, and samples taken before and after treatment were analysed 
showing the effectiveness of the BWTP InvaSave 300 treatment. 

Other relevant outcomes from the test are the following, 

- De-ballasting pumps on board maintained 100 m3/h flow rate and completed to empty the BW 
tank in two hours; 

- Sludge was generated at 1 kg / 100 m3 of BW; 
- (so called) ‘Barcelona connection plus T’ was necessary as currently the fleet is not fitted with 

suitable on-board connection for BW discharge to land; and  
- Two energy sources of power were needed to operate the BWTP, including fuel internal 

generator and batteries, the latest charging in advance was necessary with the support of an 
external fuel generator.  

On sampling, two samples were taken from entering water flow and another two from exiting water. 

Effectiveness of the system was confirmed as for E. Coli the incoming water flow was analysed and 
resulted at a level of 210 ufc (first sample) and 110 ufc (second sample) whereas resulted of absence 
after treatment in two other samples. Additionally, no Enterococci nor Vibrio was detected at the 
incoming flow. Finally, only at the exit flow were taken samples for organisms > 50 microns and for 
organisms between 10 and 50 microns, resulting none showing alive as only lifeless organisms were 
detected. 

A short video was edited and broadcasted at: https://vimeo.com/361275557 

Invasave 300 equipment is currently in Brest (France) to be tested in association with the shipyard and 
for normal treatment operations. The first tests will be carried out on vessels calling Port of Brest 
periodically for traffics with extra EU ports (Tunisia and Morocco) or European ones (France and Spain). 
Currently, all these ships exchange ballast waters at deep sea locations following the D1 procedure. 

The first tests are foreseen on December between 9th and 13th, dates not yet fixed as planning depends 
eventually on vessels arrival. 

https://vimeo.com/361275557
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The tests will also be used to “train” the Port State Control who does not yet know practically how to 
test the quality of BWT units. 

Contact of Project Leader: Fabienne Vallee, fabienne.vallee@seatopic.com   

mailto:fabienne.vallee@seatopic.com
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